
6sense Company Details API
Use deep account insights across your tech stack to deliver 
personalized experiences that engage buyers

The 6sense Account Engagement Platform is designed to 
help teams predictably grow revenue by identifying the most 
valuable accounts, uncovering deep insights, predicting 
the ideal times to pursue them, and then orchestrating 
engagement throughout each account’s buying journey. 

The Company Details API extends 6sense’s rich account  
data and AI-driven predictions to other parts of your 
sales and marketing tech stack so you can deliver highly 
personalized campaigns and experiences to the accounts 
you most want to engage. 

6 Reasons Why High Performing Teams Rely on 6sense’s API

Industry-best account 
identification
Turn anonymous website 
visits into accurate account 
data. 6sense’s patented 
Company Graph matches 
anonymous signals to 
accounts more accurately 
than any other vendor, and 
then the Company Details 
API delivers firmographic 
account data from 6sense’s 
master company dataset.

Maximize your tech 
stack
Unify your sales and 
marketing tech stack with 
deep account insights and 
AI-driven predictions. The 
6sense Company Details 
API enables you to leverage 
6sense data across your 
tech stack to trigger real-
time engagement with 
target accounts across  
all channels.

Orchestrate account 
engagement
With unlimited dynamic 
segments, you can hyper-
target audiences for 
campaigns and outreach. 
The Company Details API 
makes it easy to use these 
always-updated audiences 
to orchestrate high-touch 
sales and marketing 
campaigns with the  
best accounts.

Deliver personalized 
experiences
Company Details API calls 
also return any 6sense 
segments an account is 
currently part of, like strong 
ICP fit accounts in the 
decision stage researching 
competitors. 6sense’s 
dynamic segments give you 
ready-made, always-updated 
audiences based on any 
combination of filters. 

Meet buyers where 
they are
The Company Details API 
also delivers 6sense’s 
AI-driven predictions of 
where each account is 
on the buying journey so 
you can engage buyers 
with relevant campaigns, 
messaging, and resources 
that help them take  
the next step in the  
buying journey.

Target the best 
accounts
In addition to firmographics, 
the Company Details API 
delivers 6sense’s AI-driven 
ideal customer profile (ICP) 
fit predictions for each 
account, which enables you 
to personalize campaigns 
and experiences for the 
accounts that are most 
likely to become sales 
opportunities. 
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Orchestrate Personalized Experiences Across Your Tech Stack

Account Firmographics
Calls to the Company Details 
API return accurate company 

identification as well as 
comprehensive firmographics 

that can be used to personalize 
campaigns, messages, and 

experiences.  

About 6sense
The 6sense Account Engagement Platform helps B2B organizations achieve predictable revenue growth by putting the power of AI, big data, and machine 
learning behind every member of the revenue team. 6sense uncovers anonymous buying behavior, prioritizes accounts for sales and marketing, and enables 
them to engage resistant buying teams with personalized, multi-channel, multi-touch campaigns. 6sense helps revenue teams know everything they need 
to know about their buyers so they can easily do anything needed to generate more opportunities, increase deal size, get into opportunities sooner, and 
compete and win more often.

Create Experiences That Help Accounts Move Through the Buying Journey 
API Value Format
Company Domain acme.com
Company Name Acme Cloud Company, Inc.
Company Revenue Range $250M-$500M
Company Employee Range 100-249
Company Employee Count (est.) 100
Company Industry Software and Technology
Company City San Francisco
Company State California
Company Country United States
Company Region North America
Company Phone (415) 555-1234
Company Street Address 1234 Main Street
Company Zip 94101
Company SIC 7374
Company SIC Description Computer Processing and Data Preparation and 

Processing Services
Company NAICS 511210
Company NAICS Description Software Publishers

6sense Insights
The Company Details API also 

returns any 6sense segments the 
account is currently part of, the 

related product from your catalog, 
the predicted intent score and 

buying stage, and the predicted 
profile score and fit.

Personalization is key to account-based sales and marketing strategies. With the Company Details API and our integrated partner 
ecosystem, it ’s easy to leverage 6sense data across your tech stack to engage buyers with personalized content and campaigns.

• Personalize conversational marketing experiences and optimize inbound lead routing with Drift. 
• Deliver content experiences that drive engagement with partners like Hushly, Pathfactory, and Uberflip.
• Optimize Google Search and Google Ad spend by using 6sense data to build custom audiences in Google Analytics.
• Engage prospects with hyper-personalized web experiences with partners like Optimizely, Oracle Maxymiser, Reactful, and VWO.

Segment Name Accounts Researching Competitors
Strong Fit ICP Accounts in Decision Stage
Target Accounts With No Web Visits

Product Cloud Storage
Intent Score 75
Buying Stage Decision
Profile Score 70
Profile Fit Strong
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